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With KITT in mind, I go to bed, dream of my talking
pillow which would change its volume according to
my head position, and my talking house which
would heat or cool according to my body
temperature, or even dream of my smart kitchen
that would be preparing my favourite apple pie just
momentIIthink
thinkofofthat!
that!
in the moment

Sound like IoT
Sound like the future?

What is Internet of Things (IoT)?
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A system of interrelated
§ computing devices,
§ mechanical and digital machines,
§ objects, animals or people
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§ unique identifiers and

172.16.254.4

§ the ability to transfer data
172.16.254.5

§ without requiring human-to-human
or human-to-computer interaction.

What is Internet of Things (IoT)?

So, First let’s understand what is the ‘Thing’?

What is Internet of Things (IoT)?
The ‘Thing’ is an:
- embedded computing device (embedded system)

Why?
FALSE

- transmits and receives information over a network

1) These things DO NOT have any embedded systems

- for the purpose of controlling another device or

interacting with a user. 2) They DO NOT have the capabilities too transmit and
receive
information over a network
- It is also a microcontroller—or
microprocessorbased device.

are ‘Things’, True?
So, First let’s understand what is the ‘Thing’?

What is Internet of Things (IoT)?
what is the ‘Thing’?

Hence
to become
a “Thing” in IoT, it should provide:
Thus,for
theanything
Thing should
include:
1) Identification and info storage (RFID tags, MAC address)
2)1)Information
collection
networks,
store sensor values)
Microcontroller
(Cost(Sensor
and Power
consideration)
3)2)Information
processing
(Understanding
commands,
Sensor (application
specific:
light, sound,
pressure,filtering
…)
3)data)
[Actuator] (application specific: motor, relays,
4) Communications
and receive messages)
switches, valves,(Transmit
…)
5) Actuation (Switch control, motor control)

So, how do these “Things” COMMUNICATE?

Which
technology
to Choose?
WhatNetworking
is Internet
of Things
(IoT)?
§ Hardware Requirements
IoT categories:
§ Cost
§ Industrial IoT:

The IoT device will typically be
connected to an IP network to the global Internet.

§ Commercial IoT:

The IoT device will typically
communicate only with local devices.

No single Networking Technology can fit all bills

Which Networking technology to Choose?
Turn Technology:
on
WSN EdgeWSN
Nodes:
motor
Temperature
Local
IoTisnetwork
/ M2M:
§ A WSN §edge
node
a WSN node
thatwireless
includesprotocols
Internet are all good
candidates
Protocol connectivity.
Edge Node
LAN
Remotely
controlled
data over the Internet,
§ Acts as §a gateway
between
the devices:
WSN andtransmit
the IP network.
then you need IPv6.
Wireless Sensor Network Nodes:
IPV6:
§ Perform§ local
processing, Gateway
provide local storage, and can
§ Highin
addressing
scheme (as high as 1030 addresses)
have
user
interface.
§ Low cost devices: they
cana be
deployed
high volume.
§ Simpler for an IoT device to obtain a global IP address
Turn on
§ OperatePressure
at low power: they can run on battery, or even Internet
light
use energy harvesting.
§ It does not mean that non-IP networks are useless. It just
means that non-IP networks require a gateway to reach the
§ A WSN node typically performsInternet.
a single function (such as
Wireless
Sensor
Network (WSN)
measuring
temperature
or pressure, or turning on a light
or a motor).

Which Networking
technology
to Choose?
IoT and Cloud
Computing
Therefore,

To be available on the internet the things will require the
§following
Only MCU:
Need to connect to a network which will then connect it to
capabilities:
the Internet

-§ MCU
(Microcontroller
andhub which does processing, but
No MCU:
Sensors send dataUnit)
to smart
can connect to the internet

- Network (Each thing can directly connect to the internet)

§ With networking: Each thing can communicate to each other , but will
- The
IOT application
can run
on the device
still require
an external device
to connect
to the internet
§ No networking: Need to go through a hub which provides networking
§ The IOT application runs as a web app on the cloud
So in conclusion you need to have knowledge of embedded systems and
networking to start with IoT.

IoT and Cloud Computing
No single organization has the capability to
- Have a large enough database to store such high
volumes of data that will be generated.
- Processing power to work on the generated data
Companies don’t have the capability to deploy a
complete infrastructure, and so prefer to rely on
third parties.

IoT and Cloud Computing
Here
comes
the role of the CLOUD
Back-end
Services:
- an array of networked computers
- allow you to offload processing tasks or storage
from your embedded system to be managed by
the Back-end Services.
The data created by your products, and the
systems that manage your data, will soon have
more value than your products themselves

IoT and Cloud Computing
Services:– Outsourced checklist:
Back-end Services
- Insourcing:
Back-end
service
deploy
provider
your should
own, orprovide:
-§ Support
Outsourcing:
party(Websocket, RESTful, MQTT,
for cloudthird
protocols
CoAP, etc.)

Most
companies
will outsource.
§ Support
for secure
remote firmware
upgrades
§ Web-based and mobile applications for data viewing,
processing, remote device control, and services
§ Pricing: Per device, Per transaction, Per data type, Per
bandwidth usage, Per storage usage, Monthly/annual
subscription

IoT and Cloud Computing
Services:– Benefits:
Back-end Services
§ Data Analysis - decentralized processing power,
Better prediction capabilities, better services

§ Support Startups - easier and cheaper solution
§ Firmware upgrades remotely and securely to your
IoT devices

§ Report Generation
§ Automation

Cloud IoT
Computing
and
The FOG
and Cloud
Computing
Moving down to the FOG:
§§ Fog
processing
happens
on devices
Datacomputing:
may need to
be processed
as quickly
as
physically
possible: closer to where the data is collected,
instead of sending data to the cloud:
- manufacturing: react to an incident as soon
- helps
to create low-latency network connections
as possible.
between devices and their analytics endpoints.
- smart traffic light system: preventing
- reduces
the
amount
bandwidth
needed when
accidents
and
reduceoftraffic
congestion
compared
to surveillance
the cloud. of incoming traffic.
based on its
- advanced security features that can be applied by
users in a fog network
Proposed 5G-enabled-Fog-Computing and IoT-based Architecture

Investments in IoT solutions:

IoT market will be worth 1.7 trillion in 2020, with the biggest portion being
hardware, followed by services, connectivity and software.

How would IoT affect our Business ?

Inventory Tracking and Management

§ Constant communication and monitoring of functions: supply chain
§ Control daily expenses: e.g. cars transportation and gas consumption
§ Automatic action: notified when something is altered or enters the pipeline, do not have
to wait for traditional communication.

Productivity And Efficiency
§
§
§
§
§

Collected data from products during operation to enhance quality.
Energy management - more effective ways to operate your machines.
On time maintenance – predict machine lifetime.
Understand customer behavior
Remote work

Skilled Workers

§ Recruit skilled workers who can handle IoT technology efficiently.
§ IT illiterate employee will waste time and money and have a severe negative impact on
the productivity of the business.

IoT Economic and Social impact
A Frontier economics study:
measure the economic impact of IoT
on the GDP, gross value added (GVA)
in industry and services
10% rise in M2M connections:
annual increases of 0.7% GDP,
0.3% SGVA and 0.9% IGVA
Over a 15-year period a 10% rise in IoT
investment:
- increase in GDP of $370bn in Germany
- and $2.26trn in the US

IoT Economic and Social impact
§ Monitor and Reduce Air Pollution- 3 million people die from
air pollution per year

§ Improve Water Conservation - remotely monitored devices to
water the landscape when needed

§ Feed a Hungry World- California farmers reduced water usage by
up to 40% without reducing yields.

Food production needs to double by 2050 to feed the world’s growing
population

The IoT will fundamentally reshape our lifestyles and
social relationships. The effect on the economy is
already tangible, even if the IoT is still in its infancy.
The task for policymakers is thus to create an
environment which helps the IoT realize its full
potential for the benefit of the whole of society.

Thank you

